At a Glance

- 37% smaller for even greater portability
- Ergonomic control layout
- 8-dot style Braille keyboard
- Convenient thumb key panning buttons and NAV Rockers
- Smooth, paper-like feel
- Bluetooth 2.0 connectivity
- Adjustable key repeat for rapid scrolling and panning
- USB 2.0 connectivity
- Charge battery via USB
- Works with JAWS® BrailleIn™ for Contracted Braille input in Windows
- Ready to work out of the box with your Apple iOS device
- Works with Talks and Mobile Speak
- Select your personal Braille firmness with VariBraille
- Braille Study Mode

37% Smaller

40 Cells of Paper-Like Braille with Ultra-Responsive Keyboard and Bluetooth in a New Small Size

The new Focus 40 Blue combines the latest Braille technology, a comfortable keyboard and control layout, and both USB and Bluetooth connectivity in an extremely lightweight and compact design.

Use the Focus 40 Blue with BrailleIn to enter Contracted Braille, switch to display modes such as structured and line mode, or perform all keyboard commands for complete control of your PC. The comfort and response of the refined Perkins-style keyboard permits hours of effortless Braille text input.

Advanced navigation features allow quick movement around documents with natural, efficient hand movements for greater productivity. Read documents and e-mail, work with spreadsheets, and surf the Web – never moving your hands from the Braille display.

Freedom Scientific’s exclusive NAV Rockers let you rapidly scroll by line, sentence, or paragraph, or pan through a document.
Front panel selector buttons can be used in combination with panning buttons, rocker bars, and cursor router keys to select a block of text, page up or down, or move to the beginning or end of a document.

When used with JAWS, the Focus 40 Blue supports our popular Braille Study Mode, an interactive tool for teaching and learning Braille.

### Specifications*

**40 cells of Braille**

**Controls:**
- 8-key Perkins-style keyboard
- NAV Rocker at each end of display independently settable for line, sentence, paragraph, or pan forward/back
- Cursor router keys
- Two front-mounted thumb keys for panning
- Two thumb rockers for line up/down
- Two Selector keys

**Size:** 13.3” x 3.2” x 0.7” (33.7cm x 8.2cm x 1.9 cm)

**Weight:** 1.43 lbs (650g)

**Connectivity:** USB 2.0 or Bluetooth 2.0 connectivity

**Battery:** Rechargeable lithium-ion battery
- 20 hours, typical usage
- Recharges from PC through USB

Carry case and battery charger included

*Specifications subject to change*

---

**About Freedom Scientific**

Freedom Scientific is the world’s leading manufacturer of assistive technology products for those who are low vision or blind.

For more information e-mail:
info@FreedmScientific.com

www.FreedomScientific.com